
 35دبیرستان صدرا                           مدت پاسخگوی:                                2نام و نام خانوادگی:                                    زبان

 (1.25کلمه مناسب را زیر هر یک از تصاویر بنویسید..) -

                

1……………           2…………………           3…………….         4…………….             5…………………     

                               

 

 (3) است اضافه کلمه یک( .کنید کامل پرانتز داخل شده داده کلمات با را زیر جملات

(– respect – popular –emotional – calm – serving – prevent – influence) 

1- Mothers create ……………… support for the family. 

2- Many people like this design. This is one of our most ………………… ones. 

3- It is important to keep …………………. in an emergency. 

4- She is always honest with me, and I ……………….. her for that. 

5- It is easier to ……………… disease than to cure it. 

6- Actually, many factors …………………. a film's success. 

 

 

 (1).هماهنگ کنید Bرا با ستون  Aستون  

A                                                                                   B                                                                                                                                               

1. exchange (       )                                          a) regions of Asia 

2. meet (       )                                                 b) knowledge & experience          

3. farming (      )                                             c) greatly in color   

4. vary (      )                                                   d) the needs of villagers 

 

 (1)مترادف یا متضاد کلمات مشخص شده را بنویسید.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

1. Without worry. (……………………………………….)                                                                                                                                                                                         

2. I know English besides French. (………………………………………. )                        

3.Few languages are dead. ( ……………………………………………….. )                                                                                                                                                                                       

4. I have fewer books than you. ( ……………………………………………. )                             
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 (2).کنید انتخاب را درست پاسخ

1- There are a lot of beautiful wild ………………….. but there isn't …………………… grass. 

    a. flowers – many          b. flower – much               c. flowers – much                  d. flower – many 

2- This town is not an interesting place to visit, so ………………. tourists come here. 

       a. a few                b. few                  c. little                   d. a little 

3- There is a lot of ………………. in the fridge but only few ……………….. . 

       a. fruit – vegetable               b. fruit – vegetables           c. fruits – vegetables             d. fruits – vegetable 

4- There …………………. some ……………….. in the kitchen to bake a cake. 

      a. are – eggs                b. are – milk                c. is – carton of egg                    d. is – bottles of milk 

 (2).بنویسید درست جمله یک ا به شکلر  ها کلمه

1. region / is / plant / of / the / this / amazing / diversity/. 

......................................................................................... 

2.blood / regularly / measures / pressure / my grandfather / his 

 (1)کلمه غیر مرتبط را مشخص کنید.

1. a. harmful                   b. valuable                    c. friendly                        d. worthy  

2. a. percent                    b. number                     c. measure                       d. society 

3. a. depression               b. health                        c. diet                              d. wellness  

4. a. always                     b. usually                       c. often                           d. rare 

 (1)از پسوند و پیشوند داده شده استفاده کنید و بازنویسی کنید.

( er _ in _ al _ ation _ diss _ ness) 

              scan….                                     culture…….                            

             invite…...                                  happy......... 

 (1.75).بنویسید خالی جاهای در و نمایید انتخاب پرانتز داخل از را صحیح گزینه

1. He is going to buy (a little / a few) good DVDs this weekend.  

2. I turned( on / off )the light, drank (a glass of / slice of) orange juice and then went to bed. 

3. There aren't (much / many) children in the park. 

4. I have (a few / a little) old books. 

5. She needs (four / some) information. 

6. How much meat is there in the freezer? There is ( a kilo of – a glass of ) meat. 

 (2.5) .است کافی مورد یک نوشتن ( .بنویسید و کنید پیدا را جدول داخل موارد زیر، کوتاه متن در

1. I have a math class on Wednesday. 

2. Ali ate two apples at school. 

 subject verb object Adverb of place Adverb of time 

Sentence 1      

Sentence 2      
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 (1).کنید کامل خود دانش با را زیر ناقص های جمله

1. our teacher taught ................. when ................ were in the library. 

2. nowadays, many people ................ to learn a ................  

 (2).کنید انتخاب را درست پاسخ و بخوانید را زیر متن

Art is a creative activity by people.these people are called ................ (1).they hope to affect the emotions of 

people who ................(2) it. Artists express themselves by their art.some people find art................(3). Many 

people disagree on how to define art.some say people are driven to make art due to their inner creativity.art 

includes drawing,................(4) ,sculpting,photography,performance art,music,poetry,there. 

1. a) artists                          b) workers                           c) rulers                        d) surfers 

2. a) introduce                    b) experience                       c) decrease                    d) measure 

3. a) weaving                      b) reflecting                          c) relaxing                    d) smoking  

4. a) jogging                        b) sailing                              c) hunting                      d)painting 

 (4/5).دهید پاسخ آن های سوال به و بخوانید را زیر متن

 

There are many different opinions about how a person can actually have good health. People used to only think 

of their health when they were sick. But these days more and more people want to make sure that they don't get 

sick in the first place. In this article I will describe a few of the most common things that you can do to stay 

healthy. 

One of the best things you can do for your body is exercise. But how much is enough? Not everyone agrees on 

exactly how much people should exercise each day. Some people think that doing simple things like cleaning the 

house are helpful. Other people do heavy exercise everyday such as running or swimming. One thing experts do 

agree on is that any kind of exercise is good for you. Along with exercise, having a healthy diet can help have 

good health. Foods like vegetables and fruits should be eaten several times each day. It is also important to eat 

foods high in fiber such as beans, grains, fruit and vegetables. Fiber helps your body to digest the food you eat. 

It also helps your body in other ways such as decreasing the chance of getting some cancers, heart disease and 

diabetes. Not eating foods with a lot of sugar, salt and fat is a good idea. Eating these kinds of foods can lead to 

different health problems. The main one being obesity. Obesity means having so much fat on your body that you 

are risking your health. 

 

1- Sugar is bad for our health but salt is good.     true                           false 

2-There are few ways that can help us have healthy body.        True                     false 

3-What is the best thing that we can do to have a healthy body? 

4-How can fibers help our body? 

5.What do underline words “It and these”refer? 
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